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Reading Worksheet Name:   

Grade:   

11  Read and answer the questions.                                 
What’s happening next week?  

Birthdays    Birthdays    22

Hi Auntie,
How are you? 
It’s my birthday next week. I like playing silly party games but I’m a bit worried that 
my friends think I’m a bit childish… I don’t care! I like party games.  
We can play Hunt the Thimble: one person hides the Thimble (which could be 
anything) and everyone comes in to look for the object. The person who finds the 
thimble then hides it.
Or we can play Marco Polo. In this game, one person is Marco Polo, everyone else has 
to find him, but they can only use their ears. Everyone covers their eyes and shout: 
‘Marco’ the person who can see shouts back ‘Polo’. The first person to find Marco Polo 
wins. 
But my favourite game is Hot Potato. Everyone sits in a circle and we throw a ball to 
each other. Anyone who drops the ball is out. 
Which game do you want to play? Have you got any other ideas?
I hope you can come to my party.
Jenny

Auntie

Jenny
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We say:
Do you like mangos? Do you like dancing?

Yes, I do. / No, I don’t. Yes, I do. / No, I don’t.

Would you like a mango? Would you like to go dancing?
Yes, please. / No, thank you. Yes, I would. / No, thank you.
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22  Answer the questions. 

1  Do you need a thimble to play ‘Hunt the Thimble’? 

2  Can you see Marco Polo when you’re playing the game? 

3  What do you need to play ‘Hot Potato’? 

4  Which is your favourite party game? 

33   Look at the birthday presents. Find v and b words.      
Then add some more words.

b words v words

boat


